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Construction Planes
3D Models are defined and outlined by
their wireframe.
These wireframes are generated as a
result of the modeling process to
establish the shape and perimeter
of the object.
Lofting is the process of creating a
model from those wireframes.
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Lofting
Lofting allows for smooth transitions
between complex shapes.
Such as a square to a circle.
To begin, we must first make the
wireframe of the resulting shape.

Fusion Tools
The Construct menu provides a variety
of planes axis and points useful
to creating sketches where it
would otherwise be difficult or
impossible.
This makes these planes intrinsically
useful to many modeling
processes.
Example: Sketching where nothing
currently exists or on the edge of
a cylinder.

Fusion Tools
Offset Plane
Construct  Offset Plane
Creates a plane offset a designated
distance from the selected
plane.
The offset value can be parametrically
tied other dimensions.
This is useful to lofting processes by
linking each sketch plane to a
guide or centerline of the loft.

Fusion Tools
• Plane Along a Path
• Construct  Plane Along a Path

• Creates a plane perpendicular to a path,
offset a designated distance from the
start of the path
• The offset value can be
parametrically tied other
dimensions
• This is useful to lofting processes by
linking each sketch plane to a guide
or centerline of the loft

Fusion Tools
Loft
Create  Loft
Creates a solid object from the
sketch profiles provided.
Select the profiles in correct order.
Selecting out of order will cause
the computation to fail.
Can make use of one or more
guides or a center line to
control the lofted geometry.

Basic Lofting
1. Create a component for all data related to your
loft.
2. Create planes to sketch on.
Planes can be re-defined through the features
in the timeline.
Any of the plane’s constraints can be
parametrically tied to existing dimensions
and starting points.
3. Create sketches on each plane.

Basic Lofting
4. Use the loft tool,
selecting each
sketch profile in
order.
The selections can
be re-ordered
from within the
tool.

